This note is a continuation of our previous papers [2]- [7] . Our aim is to obtain some perturbation results concerning operators in the class <P g (X). Notations and definitions not explicitly given are taken from [2] and [3] . X always denotes an infinite-dimensional complex Banach space and A denotes a complex algebra with identity e ^ 0. If B is a complex Banach algebra with identity e ^ 0 and t G B then we write cr(t) and r(t) for the spectrum and the spectral radius of t, respectively. As in [2] and [3] we use the following notations:
If J" is a ideal in £(X), then it is well-known that T G <P(X) &T + JE
(C(X)fJ)- 1 .
Observe that T(X) and K{X) are ^-ideals in C(X). Theorem 2.3 in [2] shows that
T G $ g (X) T G Z 9 .
The starting point of our investigations in this note is the following PROPOSITION Proof. Let a G tA = tsA. Then a = tsa = ats, by Proposition 2. Thus a = ats = ast G At. Similar arguments show that if a G At then o G tA.
Let t G A 9 and take a pseudo-inverse of t with e -st -ts G AIf a G At D tA and e -as G A' 1 then (i) t -a e A 9 , (ii) s(e -as) -1 is a pseudo-inverse of t -a and (iii) e -s(e -as) -1 (£ -a) -(t -a)s(e -
as
By (4) and (2), (t -a)sb(t -a) = ts(t -a) -tst -tsa = t -a,
Since (e -st -ts) 2 = (e -2st) 2 = e, we have e -st -ts G .4 -1 . Proposition 1 shows now that t -a G A 9 .
• Now we turn to the operator situation. Recall from [3] , (3.6) 
that if T e$ g (X)
then there is S G C(X) such that 
TST = T, STS = S and TS -ST G F{X).

In this case we call S a T-pseudo-inverse of T. If T G $ g {X) and 5 is a pseudo-inverse of T with I -ST -TS G $(X) then S is called a pseudoinverse of T. If 5 is a ^"-pseudo-inverse of T, then there is F G F{X) with TS = ST + F. Thus I -ST -TS
= I -2 ST -F. Since (I -2 ST) 2 = 7, 7 -2ST is invertible in C(X) thus 7 -ST -TS G 77ns s/ioius i/iai each T-pseudo-inverse is a pseudo-inverse.
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that T G $ g (X) and S is a pseudo-inverse ofT. If A G C(X), I -AS G ¿(A -), (7 -TS)4 G ^"(X) and A{I -ST) G T{X) then T-Ae$ g (X).
Proof. Since f G I -ASJE 1 = T5A = AS? G TC fl we get from Proposition 1 that f -A G C 9 , hence T -A G $ g (X). m
Remark. If A, S € C{X) then it is well-known that
I-ASe $(X) I-SAe $(X).
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that T G $ g (X) and S G C{X) is a T-pseudoinverse of T. If A G £(X), I -AS G $(X), TA-AT G T{X) and A(I -ST) G F(X) then T-Ae<P g (X).
Proof. We have T G Cfi^TST = T, SRS = S,TS = ST, I -AS
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that T G ${X) and S is a pseudo-inverse of T. If A G C{X) and \\A\\ < HSH"
1 then
T-Ae $(X).
Proof. Proposition 1.3 in [2] shows that 5 is a ^-pseudo-inverse of T. Prom ||4|| < HSH-1 we get
Since I -ST and I -TS are finite-dimensional projections, we get A(I -ST), (I -TS)A G F(X). Therefore we have T G C~\ / -AS G C' 1 , A G CTCiTC. Corollary 1 gives therefore that f-A G C~l, thus T-A G $(X). • COROLLARY 6. If J is a $-ideal in C(X) then T-Ae $(X) for each T G and each A€j.
Proof. Take T G $(X), A G J and S G £(X) with TST = T. Then AS G J, hence I-AS G $(X). Now proceed as in the proof of Corollary 5. • We have seen in [2] that $ g (X) + K(X) % $ g (X)
. The next corollary contains a perturbation result for compact operators.
COROLLARY 7. Let T G $ g (X) with pseudo-inverse S. If J is a $-ideal in C(X), AeJ,(I-TS)A G T{X) and A(I -ST) G T(X) then T-A€$ g (X).
Proof. Since AS £ J, I -AS G $(X). Corollary 3 gives T-A G $ g (X). m Generalized Predholm operators
COROLLARY 8. Let T and S as in Corollary 7. If A G C(X), I-AS G $(X), N(T) C N(A) and A(X) C T(X) then T-Ae $g(X).
Proof. Since ( 
Corollary 3 gives then T -A € $g(X). m COROLLARY 9. Let T e $g(X) and S a J 7 -pseudo-inverse of T. If A € C{X), I -AS € ${X), TA-AT G ^(X) and 7\T(T) C JV(A) or A{X) C T(X) then T-Ae$g(X).
Proof. Case 1: Suppose that N(T) C JV(i4), then, as above, A(I -ST) = 0 G F{X), hence A G CT. Corollary 2 gives T -A G $g(X).
Case 2: If C T(X), then (I -TS)A = 0 G F(X), thus 1 G fZ. Use again Corollary 2 to get T -A G $g(X). m COROLLARY 10. If T e $g(X) and if S is a T-pseudo-inverse of T then T-\S€$g(X)
for |A| < ||5 2 || _1 .
Proof. Since TS = ST, we have S = STS = S 2 T G CT and S = TS 2 G ft. Thus
By Corollary 2, (6) and (7) we get f -A5 G thus T -XS G if |A| < us 2 !! -1 . .
Our next result in this paper is a mapping property for operators in
Furthermore, by [3] , Theorem 3.10, if T G $g(X)\f (X) and S is a Tpseudo-inverse of T then 
A€<T#(T)
Then h(T) G $ g (X). 
Proof. If T G F(X)
,
